The Difference Between a Routine Teeth Cleaning and a Scaling and Root Planing or Deep Cleaning… The Connection
Between what Insurances say is Free and What is Diagnosed
There are different bacteria that cause inflammation in the gums and therefore different treatment modalities that are
required to treat the gums and foundation of individuals depending on the diagnosis of the Periodontal health.
It begins with a Diagnosis and patient education. Patients must understand that there is no such thing as a “free
cleaning”. A routine prophylaxis is a dental cleaning that is preventive in nature on an individual that maintains a
healthy mouth and is typically done every six months. Just because a dental insurance states that “you are entitled to a
free routine cleaning every 6 months” does not mean that you fit into the category of a patient with a diagnosis which
would indicate a “routine cleaning” is required to maintain health.
Periodontal disease involves harmful and destructive bacteria present that have the potential to destroy your jaw bone
and other supporting structures leading to tooth loss. Thus, steps are required to promote stopping active infection
including, a different type of dental “cleaning” and detailed oral hygiene instructions. Patients must realize that if a
Scaling and Root Planing is treatment planned they should heed the advice of the Dentist to save those teeth involved
and prevent further bone loss.
At each visit, a comprehensive dental health evaluation is conducted and measurements of the pockets around the
teeth are taken. With a diagnostic tool called the periodontal probe, measurements within the 1-3mm range with no
bleeding are recorded which means there is no active disease present. When bleeding (inflammation) is present and the
numbers reach 4mm or above, the bacteria and ensuing inflammation causes the gum tissue to pull away from the
tooth, causing pockets.
At this time, intervention is necessary to prevent further destruction. To proactively treat the progressive nature of
periodontal disease, appointments are usually separated into multiple visits. For patient comfort, numbing of the teeth
and/or gums may be necessary to effectively remove calculus buildup below the gumline. Adjunctive therapy may be
necessary which may include antimicrobial rinses, localized antibiotics, laser therapy or Perio-Protect. After completing
initial periodontal therapy, your oral health will be re-evaluated and based upon the status of your periodontal disease,
three to four month periodontal maintenance cleanings will be recommended to prevent relapse. If the disease
progresses, a referral to a Periodontist or “Gum Specialist” may be recommended.
The goal of treatment of Periodontal Disease it so attain a pocket depth around teeth that patients are able to keep
clean at home. For any questions or comments, please contact Dr. Haider at 404-567-8485.
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